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Svensk sammanfattning
Ett mål inom global optimering är att identifiera de bästa möjliga lösningarna med
korrekt angiven noggrannhet. Det här skiljer sig från lokala optimeringsmetoder och
metaheuristiker som inte kan ge något mått på kvaliteten hos funna lösningar. Algorit-
mer som konvergerar mot en global lösning med sannolikheten 1 kallas ibland globala,
även om de inte kan avgöra vilken precision som uppnåtts. I den striktare tolkning
som används i denna avhandling bör en global metod ge en lösning med förangiven
noggrannhet i ändlig tid. Detta forskningsområde benämns ibland deterministisk global
optimering.
Fokus i avhandlingen ligger på icke-linjära problem med ett ändligt antal konti-
nuerliga och diskreta variabler. De vedertagna akronymerna för den här typen av op-
timering är NLP (nonlinear programming) och MINLP (mixed-integer nonlinear pro-
gramming). För att förbigå vissa olösliga problem kan det antas att variablerna är be-
gränsade till ändliga intervall. Ingen känd algoritm kan effektivt lösa varje problem av
den här typen. Om en välkänd förmodan inom datavetenskap stämmer, att två centrala
komplexitetsklasser är olika, så medför det att ingen sådan algoritm är möjlig på en
klassisk dator. Kvantdatorer antas inte heller kunna lösa alla dessa problem effektivt.
Om ett optimeringsproblem har någon speciell struktur så kan en skräddarsydd
algoritm fungera bäst. Ibland lyckas man då avgränsa en klass av problem sådan att
alla exempel kan lösas effektivt. En annan möjlighet är att söka efter algoritmer som
fungerar ”i praktiken” utan effektivitetsgarantier i de värsta fallen. Simplexmetoden
för linjär programmering faller inom den här kategorin. Den utför i värsta fall ett ex-
ponentiellt antal steg, men de fallen är så atypiska att de inte räcker som orsak för att
välja garanterat polynomiella inrepunktsmetoder.
I vissa fall uppnår man önskad noggrannhet med välavvägd modellering och en
effektiv lösare. För många problem av praktiskt intresse tvingas globala optimeringsal-
goritmer ändå förgrena sökningen till stora sökträd. En fördel med så kallade branch-
and-bound-metoder (ungefär dela-och-begränsa) är att de håller reda på konvergerande
övre och nedre gränser för den globala lösningen. Om körningen avbryts efter en
viss tid kan den bästa kända lösningen med dittills verifierade felgränser tas tillvara.
Tillämpningen avgör om global optimering av det här slaget är ett lämpligt tillväga-
gångssätt.
För att använda branch-and-bound-metoder krävs att man kan beräkna giltiga undre
gränser vid minimering (övre gränser vid maximering). Det här görs genom förenk-
v
lingar som relaxering av heltalsvariabler och besvärliga villkor. Konvex underskattning
av funktioner är en viktig sådan förenkling. I vissa fall kan funktionens konvexa en-
velopp, den största konvexa underskattaren, användas. Användbara representationer
av konvexa envelopper är kända för många enkla funktioner.
I allmänhet är det ändå ofta svårt att beskriva enveloppen och istället används
metoder för att konstruera någon konvex underskattare. Två välkända sådana metoder
beskrivs i kapitel 4. Den ena bygger på att dela upp en funktion i enkla komponenter
såsom addition, multiplikation och elementära funktioner. Komponenterna kan sedan
successivt relaxeras med specifika metoder, resultatet är en konvex underskattare av
den ursprungliga funktionen. Den andra metoden är känd som αBB (’BB’ som i branch-
and-bound). Metoden beskrevs som en fullständig optimeringsalgoritm, men beteck-
ningen används också för den specifika underskattningsmetod som ingår. Genom att
applicera andra ordningens konvexitetsvillkor på en intervallapproximation av Hesse-
matrisen kan man bestämma en enkel additiv perturbation som konvexifierar funk-
tionen.
Mina forskningsbidrag har inriktat sig på att studera och förbättra αBB-metoden.
Tillsammans med mina medförfattare har jag beskrivit hur metoden kan utvidgas till
att inkludera bilinjära perturbationer för att få tätare underskattare. På grund av for-
men på perturbationernas Hessematriser har vi kallat utvidgningen icke-diagonal αBB.
Jag har även studerat nya metoder för att bestämma parametrar för diagonala och icke-
diagonala αBB-underskattare. Metoderna har jämförts teoretiskt och experimentellt,
både mot varandra och mot den mest mångsidiga av tidigare beskrivna metoder. I en
konferensartikel jämför jag αBB med en specialiserad metod för konvex underskattning
av polynom.
Kapitel 2–4 fungerar som en bred introduktion till global optimering. Jag tar upp
komplexitetsteori som en nyttig bakgrund för att förstå approximationsalgoritmer och
hur global optimering förhåller sig till andra optimeringsparadigm. I kapitel 3 disku-
teras globala lösares pålitlighet och huvudstegen i en branch-and-bound-algoritm. Kapi-
tel 4 fokuserar på konvex underskattning, den specifika tillämpningen för min forsk-
ning. Kapitel 5 innehåller kommentarer till och korta sammanfattningar av artiklarna
i avhandlingen. I kapitel 6 diskuteras globala lösare på ett allmänt plan och aspekter
som ännu borde undersökas när det gäller αBB-metoder.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Global optimization, in a strict sense, is concerned with finding a nearly global solution
with verified error bounds. For general problems, without some simplifying structure,
this will usually involve branch-and-bound methods. In branch-and-bound algorithms
a problem is repeatedly divided into subdomains, and approximated with simpler prob-
lems that can be solved with less effort. The αBB method provides such simplifications
in the form of convex underestimators of smooth functions.
The aim of this thesis is to further the understanding of αBB-type underestimators
and to investigate their limits. For any given smooth function on a box domain there
exists an optimal αBB underestimator, yielding the smallest possible approximation
error. To calculate an optimal underestimator is usually impractical and it may be a
harder problem than minimizing the function itself. A more practical approach is to
resort to two big simplifications, interval arithmetic and sufficient convexity conditions.
The elements of the Hessian need to be approximated with some constant numbers or
intervals, because the unsimplified convexity condition (see Section 4.2)
∀x ∈D : Hf (x) +HP  0
lies in the realm of semi-infinite programming. Even with the Hessian approximated
by intervals, there are no equivalent conditions for convexity that can be efficiently
checked and used to calculate αBB parameters. Instead, one must use sufficient condi-
tions which are sometimes unnecessarily conservative.
Improvements in interval approximations and convexity conditions for interval ma-
trices could potentially increase the usefulness of αBB underestimators. Interval arith-
metic is a well-studied area with applications far beyond αBB, the focus in my research
is on convexity conditions. Reading the existing αBB research, I gradually realized how
various sufficient conditions could be applied to determine αBB parameters. I also had
the opportunity to participate in developing the idea of “nondiagonal” αBB perturba-
tions, which had so far only been hinted at in a short conference paper (see Section
5.2). This extension, in turn, asked for nondiagonal parameter calculation methods to
be developed and tested.
The terminology used above is defined in subsequent chapters.
1
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1.1 Structure of the Thesis
The research for this thesis appears in the five included publications. Especially Papers
II and V are relatively self-contained. In this summary part of the thesis I provide
perspective on convex underestimators and the global optimization paradigm, to show
how they fit into a broader context of computational problem solving. The chapters
proceed from broader views to the specific field of my contributions.
Chapter 2 presents the basics of algorithm analysis and complexity theory. This
is a perspective that is relevant to anyone solving problems using computers. Below
the layers of abstraction and terminology that may follow with a specific application
field, the computational performance is determined by the number of basic operations
an algorithm must perform, like arithmetic operations on data representing integers or
floating-point numbers. In practice larger units of work are often useful. In mathemat-
ical programming the same functions may be evaluated repeatedly to check feasibility
or the objective value. Sometimes these evaluations require, for example, calling expen-
sive black-box functions or solving differential equations. Then the rest of the algorithm
has a nearly negligible effect on the time performance and it makes sense to count in
terms of function evaluations.
A specific algorithm can be analyzed to determine the worst-case and sometimes the
average-case performance. It is also possible to study problems independently of the
solution algorithms, sometimes one can infer performance bounds that must hold for
any algorithm aimed at the problem. The algorithmic task may be to find an exact an-
swer or, more commonly with practical optimization problems, to determine a solution
within a tolerance of the global optimum.
There is, perhaps, a gap between complexity theory and the practice of nonlinear
optimization. If a model has scientific or economical interest it is not enough to show
that the general problem is hard, a solution must be attempted. Nevertheless, com-
plexity theory is a convenient language to describe the intrinsic hardness of classes of
optimization problems. It is also a gateway to a broad reference literature on the best
known approximation algorithms.
The basic goal of global optimization is defined in Chapter 3: reliable algorithms
that output a verified global optimum or prove the infeasibility of the input problem.
Branch-and-bound is a key component in more general nonlinear programming algo-
rithms with fewer assumptions on the structure of the problem. The typical steps of a
branch-and-bound algorithm are explained.
The construction of convex underestimators and their application in nonlinear pro-
gramming is described in Chapter 4. Some examples of convex envelopes and other
tight underestimators from the literature are reviewed. It seems reasonable to contrast
αBB with another prominent and highly succesful method for underestimating generic
expressions; αBB and factorable program relaxations are described in Section 4.2.
Chapter 5 contains notes on the included articles, Papers I–V listed below. The com-
ments describe the context where the research was made and the author’s contributions
are stated at the end of the chapter. The maturity level of αBB methods and global
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solvers in general are discussed in the conclusions in Chapter 6.
1.2 List of Publications
Paper I A. Skjäl, A. Lundell, and T. Westerlund. Global optimization with C2 con-
straints by convex reformulations. Chemical Engineering Transactions, Volume 24,
pp. 373–378, 2011.
Paper II A. Skjäl, T. Westerlund, R. Misener, and C. A. Floudas. A generalization of the
classical αBB convex underestimation via diagonal and non-diagonal quadratic
terms. Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications, 154(2):462–490, 2012.
Paper III A. Skjäl, R. Misener, T. Westerlund, and C. A. Floudas. A generalization of
classical αBB underestimation to include bilinear terms. In I. D. L. Bogle and
M. Fairweather, editors, 22nd European Symposium on Computer Aided Process En-
gineering, Volume 30 of Computer Aided Chemical Engineering, pp. 1202–1206.
Elsevier, 2012.
Paper IV A. Skjäl and T. Westerlund. A comparison of two convex underestimation
methods for quadratic functions. In A. Kraslawski and I. Turunen, editors, 23rd
European Symposium on Computer Aided Process Engineering, Volume 32 of Com-
puter Aided Chemical Engineering, pp. 535–540. Elsevier, 2013.
Paper V A. Skjäl and T. Westerlund. New methods for calculating αBB-type underes-
timators. Journal of Global Optimization, 58(3):411–427, 2014.
Apart from the included publications, the author made contributions to a paper on
piecewise convex reformulations:
[75] A. Lundell, A. Skjäl, and T. Westerlund. A reformulation framework for global
optimization. Journal of Global Optimization, 57(1):115–141, 2013.

Chapter 2
Complexity Theory and Algorithms
The central goal of computational complexity theory is to find absolute bounds on the
difficulty of problems. Theoretical computer models are used to facilitate formal proofs.
The use of very simple models, such as Turing machines, is justified since other rea-
sonable computer models can be simulated with only a polynomial slowdown. The
implications for real-world computers are fundamental.
Complexity theory is a wide and active field of research. The aim of this chapter is
to present some results relevant to the optimization problems discussed in the rest of
the thesis. The choice of contents is inspired by several textbooks in the field. The in-
fluential textbook by Garey and Johnson [42] describes the milestones before 1979 and
contains an extensive appendix listing known NP-complete problems. Ausiello et al.
[15] present the theory of approximation algorithms and list approximability proper-
ties, “good news/bad news”, for specific problems in an appendix. Vazirani [121] col-
lects some of the best available approximation algorithms. Wegener [124] covers a wide
selection of topics from complexity theory.
2.1 Algorithm Runtimes
The analysis of algorithms is closely related to complexity theory. An algorithm pro-
vides a constructive upper bound on the hardness of a problem. An algorithm can be
analyzed in terms of how the number of operations and the amount of storage space
needed depends on the size of the input. It is usually clear how operations are counted.
In numerical algorithms one might for example count the number of floating-point op-
erations, since they are expensive compared to other basic instructions. The increasing
sizes of random-access memory and caches have lessened the importance of space com-
plexity. Only time complexity is discussed in this chapter.
The efficiency of an algorithm is often given as the worst-case asymptotic runtime
of a class of problems. Asymptotic runtimes provide a way to concentrate on the es-
sential complexity of algorithms, ignoring overheads and faster subalgorithms for pre-
or post-processing. The asymptotic behavior will often dominate even for moderately
sized problem instances. The big O notation is commonly used to state the asymp-
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totic performance. Consider an algorithm for a specific problem. Let T (n) denote the
largest number of steps taken for any problem instance with input size n. We write
T (n) =O(f (n)) if there exists positive constants M and n0 such that
T (n) ≤M |f (n)| for all n > n0.
Note that T (n) = O(f (n)) is actually a set relation, some authors prefer the notation
T (n) ∈O(f (n)). Other notations are sometimes used to specify asymptotic lower bounds
(Ω) and asymptotic equivalence (Θ).
Two well-known tasks, the calculation of discrete Fourier transforms and matrix
products, serve to illustrate some points about algorithm efficiency.
The discrete Fourier transfom of a sequence of length n is commonly calculated
with the algorithm known as the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The algorithm uses only
O(n logn) operations whereas the naïve method has O(n2) runtime. Cooley and Tukey
published the method in 1965 [30] but restricted versions had been described before. It
turns out that Gauss found and used the general algorithm around 1805, see Heideman
et al. [54] for a historic account. The efficiency improvement was important, Heide-
man et al. describe it as “a turning point in digital signal processing and certain areas of
numerical analysis.”
Matrix multiplication of n × n matrices is an important operation by itself and as
a subalgorithm for other tasks, like matrix inversion. The naïve approach, calculating
all elements separately as dot products, is an O(n3) algorithm. On the other hand, all
elements in the output must be calculated, so Ω(n2) is a definitive lower bound on any
algorithm. Strassen published a method in 1969 [110] with an asymptotic performance
of O(n2.81). Strassen’s algorithm is thus asymptotically faster than the basic algorithm.
In practice, the memory architecture of the computer will partly determine where the
asymptotic behavior dominates. Linear algebra libraries can be fine-tuned to get good
performance on a specific processor. D’Alberto and Nicolau [35] show that the crossover
size where Strassen’s algorithm becomes more effective is quite large, above n = 1000
for many systems.
Coppersmith and Winograd [31] presented an algorithm which further improves
the time complexity to O(n2.38). Since then there has only been slight improvements
in asymptotic runtime. The Coppersmith-Winograd algorithm is mostly of theoreti-
cal interest, since the crossover size would be enormous [97]. Matrices with a special
structure or sparseness may allow faster specialized multiplication algorithms. Such
matrices form easier subclasses of the general problem of matrix multiplication.
The algorithms mentioned in this section have polynomial upper bounds on their
asymptotic runtimes (n logn < n2). This distinguishes the underlying problems from
problems which do not have such algorithms. Polynomial algorithm improvements
such as the FFT described above are important. Nevertheless, significant insights have
been gained in computer science by adopting a broader perspective where all polyno-
mial algorithms are considered efficient. The problems are then classified into tractable
problems with some polynomial algorithm and intractable problems without such algo-
rithms.
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2.2 Decision Complexity
There are different types of algorithmic problems. Decision problems are problems
with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. Optimization problems ask for one optimal solution to
a problem. Evaluation problems ask for the objective value of an optimal solution.
Most optimization problems have natural decision and evaluation variants, “Is there
a solution with an objective value better than K?” and “Find the value of an optimal
solution”, respectively.
The solution to the optimization problem will quickly answer the decision and eval-
uation problems, assuming that the objective can be evaluated easily in a point. Wegener
[124] shows a partial converse to this, namely that the three variants are (Turing)-
equivalent under conditions satisfied by many discrete problems. Some basic concepts
are defined in terms of decision problems. There are implications for general optimiza-
tion problems since optimization is at least as hard as the related decision problem.
The class of all decision problems solvable in worst-case polynomial time is denoted
P. A formal definition can be given in terms of languages and Turing machines, see
Garey and Johnson [42]. Some problems are provably harder than polynomial time.
Consider, for example, a guessing game where an n-digit number (base 2) should be
found, without any feedback like “smaller/greater”. To find the correct number will
take O(2n) guesses in both the worst-case and on average. This needle-in-the-haystack
problem, see Wegener [124], can only be solved for relatively small n. Another inher-
ently hard problem is to check if white has a winning strategy in chess, generalized to a
game on an n× n board [41]. Many problems of interest are somewhere in between; no
polynomial time algorithm is known but it has not been proven that no such algorithm
exists.
A decision problem belongs to the complexity class NP if there exists a witness (a
certificate, a proof) that can be checked in polynomial time for every ‘yes’ instance of the
problem. The class abbreviation stands for nondeterministic polynomial time, stemming
from a characterization through nondeterministic Turing machines. As an example,
the bin packing decision problem belongs to NP. If the objects can be packed in K bins,
then a proof of this is simply a partition satisfying the bound. It can be checked in linear
time that the partition satisfies the conditions. Similar reasoning shows that traveling
salesperson (TSP), knapsack, satisfiability, Hamiltonian cycle and many other problems
belong to NP. Proving that a problem belongs to NP is usually easy.
‘Yes’ instances of an NP problem can be solved by guessing a proof, ‘no’ instances
by trying all possible proofs. This is not a practical approach, it is rather an intuitive
characterization of a class of problems. Note that there is an asymmetry between ‘yes’
and ‘no’ instances in the definition of NP. The class of problems with witnesses for every
‘no’ instance is named coNP.
The class P is a subclass of NP. To check a ‘yes’ answer to a problem in P the verifier
can solve the problem itself in polynomial time. A central question in computer science
is whether NP is larger than P or not. It has become known as the P versus NP problem
and is one of the seven Millennium Prize Problems. Most experts in the field lean
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towards the conjecture P , NP [55]. Many theorems about complexity classes require
the assumption P , NP or are trivial if it fails.
If P , NP, then the class NP− P has interesting structure. One tool for studying this
structure is reductions. A polynomial time reduction from problem A to problem B is a
polynomial time function mapping instances of A to instances of B with the same ‘yes’
or ‘no’ answer. Such reductions give a partial order between problems. The notation
A ≤p B is used if decision problem A can be reduced to B. The existence of such a
reduction means that, from a polynomial time perspective, B is at least as hard as A. If
A ≤p B and B ≤p A, then the problems are polynomially equivalent, A ≡p B. This is an
equivalence relation on decision problems.
With these definitions it makes sense to ask if there are problems as hard as any
problem in NP. A decision problem A is called NP-hard if B ≤p A for all B ∈ NP. If the
problem is NP-hard and, in addition, belongs to NP it is called NP-complete. The corre-
sponding class notation is NPC. It is not obvious that NP-complete problems exist, but
Cook showed in 1971 that the satisfiability problem is NP-complete [29]. Levin made
similar discoveries independently [115] and Karp listed 21 NP-complete problems [63]
in 1972. After these pioneering works it is much easier to prove NP-hardness of a prob-
lem. It suffices to describe a reduction from one of the known NP-complete problems to
the new problem. Today a multitude of problems are known to be NP-complete.
Garey and Johnson [42] list three common methods of constructing a reduction:
restriction, local replacement and component design. A proof by restriction is simply
noting that a special case of the problem is NP-complete by itself. For example, mixed-
integer programming contains 0-1 integer programming as a special case, one of Karp’s
21 problems, and therefore mixed-integer programming is NP-hard. Local replacement
works by transforming basic units of anNP-complete problem to one or a few basic units
in the new problem. The satisfiability problem can be reduced to 3-satisfiability, where
all clauses have length 3. After writing the boolean function in conjunctive normal
form, any clauses longer than 3 can be replaced in a systematic way by shorter clauses
with auxiliary variables:
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 → (x1 + x2 + y1)(y1 + x3 + y2)(y2 + x4 + x5).
Component design is more involved than local replacement; the transformations are
more complex and their influence may be nonlocal. An entertaining construction by
Kaye reduces the satisfiability problem to circuits on a Minesweeper board, thereby
proving NP-completeness of certain aspects of Minesweeper [64]. Scott et al. com-
mented and extended the results [105].
Most studied problems in NP have been shown to be solvable in polynomial time or
NP-complete. Ladner showed that if P , NP, then the intermediate class NPI = NP− (P∪
NPC) is nonempty. Integer factorization and graph isomorphism checking are possible
NPI-candidates [124].
Many problems with important practical applications are NP-complete. The NP-
completeness of a problem indicates that no polynomial time algorithm can be found
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in the literature. Such an algorithm would prove, somewhat unexpectedly, that P = NP,
and the accomplishment would be well-known.
2.3 Optimization Complexity
Asking for an exact optimal solution to an optimization problem is often unnecessarily
complicated. A “nearly global” solution is acceptable in many applications. The possi-
bility of calculating good approximate solutions in polynomial time is also studied in
complexity theory.
A useful measure of the quality of a solution is the relative difference in value com-
pared to an optimal solution. Let x∗ denote an optimal solution and x a feasible solution
to an optimization problem. Depending on the problem x may be a point in Zd or Rd ,
or some other structure, like a Hamiltonian cycle in the case of a TSP. Assume that the
objective function f > 0. The quality of the solution x is described by approximation ra-
tios, r(x) = f (x)/f (x∗) for minimization problems and r(x) = f (x∗)/f (x) for maximization
problems. Let ε be a relative error tolerance. A solution is called ε-optimal if r(x) ≤ 1+ε.
Relative sizes and errors are usually more meaningful than their absolute coun-
terparts. For example, a unit conversion does not change the relative measures. The
positivity assumption on the objective function is valid in many models. Analogous
definitions can be stated for strictly negative objective functions. For models where the
objective value 0 has no specific significance one may consider adding a constant to the
objective or relating the error to the interval width maxf (x)−minf (x) [119].
Many optimization problems, despite having NP-hard decision variants, allow the
calculation of approximate solutions in polynomial time. Problems with a polynomial
time algorithm for calculating an ε-optimal solution, for some fixed ε ≥ 0, belong to
the complexity class APX (“approximable”). If an algorithm can take ε as an additional
input and give an ε-optimal solution in polynomial time with respect to the input size,
it is called a polynomial time approximation scheme. Problems allowing such schemes
belong to the class PTAS.
A polynomial time approximation scheme does not guarantee the practicability of
finding high accuracy solutions, because the asymptotic runtime may grow quickly with
1/ε, e.g., as O(n2 · 21/ε). A scheme where the asymptotic runtime is polynomial also in
1/ε is called a fully polynomial time approximation scheme. The corresponding complexity
class is FPTAS. It follows from the class definitions that FPTAS ⊆ PTAS ⊆ APX. The subset
relations are proper if P , NP.
The traveling salesperson problem and some restricted versions of the problem have
different approximability properties. A broad set of references can be found in the ap-
pendix of [15]. If P , NP, then the general TSP is not approximable within a constant
factor (< APX). This can be shown by noting that such an algorithm could be modified to
check the existence of Hamiltonian cycles, an NP-complete decision problem, in poly-
nomial time. When the distances in the problem correspond to a metric, Christofides’s
O(n3) algorithm [28] finds an approximate solution with ε = 1/2. Papadimitriou and
Vempala proved that no approximation algorithm can achieve ε < 1/219 unless P = NP
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[90]. Arora described a PTAS for TSP with distances corresponding to an embedding
in Rd with an lp (p ≥ 1) norm [13]. The asymptotic runtime of the algorithm in two
dimensions is O
(
n3(logn)O(1/ε)
)
. The expression grows faster than any polynomial in
1/ε so the algorithm is not fully polynomial. The optimization version of the knapsack
problem allows a fully polynomial time approximation scheme with runtime O(n3/ε)
[124].
A described and analyzed algorithm sets an upper bound on the approximability
properties of a problem. Lower bounds on the efficiency of any approximation algo-
rithm for the same problem can be established under the P , NP assumption.
The gap technique relies on creating a relatedNP-hard decision problem which proves
the hardness of the approximation problem. Assume that the range of the optimization
objective is a subset of the disjoint union (0, a]∪ [b,+∞). If it is NP-hard to decide which
interval the optimal value lies in, then it is also hard to find approximate solutions with
ε = (b − a)/a. That is, no polynomial time algorithm exists unless P = NP. The notion
NP-hard is extended to all algorithmic problems by replacing the ≤p reduction with the
more general polynomial time Turing reduction ≤T [124].
It is fruitful to define a more detailed reduction between optimization problems.
A PTAS-reduction from optimization problem A to problem B, ≤PTAS, is a triple of
polynomial time functions (f ,g,α). Instances of A are mapped by f to instances of
B, and an approximate solution is mapped back by g. The mappings are such that if the
solution to the B instance is α(ε)-optimal, then the A instance is ε-optimal. Assume that
A ≤PTAS B. Then B ∈ PTAS implies A ∈ PTAS and, similarly, B ∈ APX implies A ∈ APX.
If α(ε)-optimal solutions to problem B can be found in polynomial time, then so can
ε-optimal solutions to problem A. The contrapositive statements are also useful.
The PCP Theorem from 1992 by Arora et al. [14] facilitated the use of the gap tech-
nique. The hardness of approximation has since been established for many well-known
problems. PCP is an acronym for Probabilistically Checkable Proof, a concept where a
verifier with bounded resources can be convinced to accept all ’yes’ instances of a deci-
sion problem and to reject ’no’ instances’ with a high probability. PCP(r(n),q(n)) is the
class of problems with proofs that can be probabilistically checked in polynomial time,
usingO(r(n)) random bits and readingO(q(n)) bits of the proof. The PCP Theorem gives
the surprising characterization NP = PCP(logn,1). For a description of applications and
related ideas, see the textbook by Goldreich [46].
2.4 Intractability in Global Optimization
Most problems studied in textbooks on complexity theory have a distinctly combina-
torial character. Global optimization is also concerned with continuous and mixed-
integer models. Mixed-integer programming is NP-hard, since many NP-complete com-
binatorial problems are easily modeled as binary programming. The references in this
section show that continuous and mixed-integer optimization are amenable to complex-
ity theory-based investigation.
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Convex problems are solvable in polynomial time under mild conditions, see [21, 86]
or the lecture notes by Nemirovski [85]. There is reason to consider most continuous
convex problems as easy. Rockafellar [98] expressed this as: “the great watershed in
optimization isn’t between linearity and nonlinearity, but convexity and nonconvexity.”
Difficulties may appear even with the simplest imaginable nonconvexities. Quad-
ratic programming as a decision problem has been provenNP-complete [104, 118]. Even
properties like local optimality are NP-hard to check [84, 91]. Pardalos and Vavasis
[92] showed that one negative eigenvalue of the objective function is enough to make
the problem NP-hard (but this case admits an FPTAS [119]). Bellare and Rogaway [18]
proved that if P , NP, then quadratic programming is not in PTAS, and under a stronger
assumption the problem is not even in APX. Rohn [100] has gathered algorithms and
complexity bounds for questions concerning interval matrices. Köppe [67] surveys com-
plexity and approximability results in nonlinear mixed-integer optimization. Ahmadi
et al. recently proved that it is NP-hard to determine if a quartic polynomial is convex
[5].
Some examples to the opposite also exist, nonconvex models which look similar to
the NP-hard problems but turn out to be efficiently solvable. Vavasis [120] describes
fractional linear programming and quadratic programming with a sphere constraint
xT x ≤ 1. Geometric programming problems can be written in convex form by variable
changes of the form yi = logxi , see the tutorial by Boyd et al. [25]. Baes et al. [16] de-
scribe a black-box algorithm for minimizing a strongly convex function over the integer
points in a polytope; the method runs in polynomial time for some special representa-
tions of polytopes.
2.5 Coping with Intractability
Hard problems abound in the application fields for optimization (NP-hard and other-
wise). Therefore it is good to have a broad array of tools to tackle instances or classes of
such problems. Much depends on the type of application: Should many similar prob-
lems be solved (scheduling, routing) or only a single instance (some allocation prob-
lems)? Is there time and hardware limitations on the solution process or will significant
resources be devoted? A reasonable step is to classify the problem and see what iden-
tifiable structures it possesses. This may tell what difficulties to expect and provide a
starting point for a literature search.
Local methods and heuristics can often be quickly employed to find some feasible
solution. Hromkovič [61] defines a heuristic as: “a robust technique for the design of
randomized algorithms for optimization problems [. . . ] not able to guarantee at once the
efficiency and the quality of the computed feasible solution”. To find some solution may be
useful even if the quality is not guaranteed. At the least it sets a bound on the global
optimum.
A strength and weakness of many heuristics is their generality. Metaheuristic tech-
niques like simulated annealing and evolutionary algorithms need only a black-box rep-
resentation of the problem. The drawback is that they may not utilize special structure
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of the problem efficiently. Wegener [123] discusses runtimes and success probabilities
of evolutionary algorithms and points out that algorithms designed for specific prob-
lems should in general outperform black-box search heuristics.
In contrast, approximation methods come with guarantees on the information and
the asymptotic runtimes. Some problems have efficient polynomial time approxima-
tion algorithms for the required error tolerance. In other cases approximation algo-
rithms give quickly computable bounds on the global optimum, for example first-fit
algorithms for bin packing [42] or Goemans and Williamson’s semidefinite program-
ming algorithm for the maximum cut problem [45].
Deterministic global optimization algorithms should ideally produce guaranteed ε-
optimal solutions for any specified tolerance. Polynomial worst-case complexity is not
demanded from these algorithms, since they tackle generally hard problems. If all in-
stances appearing in practice can be solved efficiently, then all is well. Failing this, the
algorithm can be run as long as possible and keep track of the best solution and bounds
established.
Hromkovič [61] discusses the combination of different techniques and the practical
realities of an applied optimization project. He emphasizes how the project constraints
on time and money are important factors when deciding what approaches to use. There
must also be a realistic analysis of how the quality of solutions may affect profits (or
other project outcomes).
A valuable skill for an analyst is to be able to make well-judged model simplifi-
cations. For models based on first principles in the natural sciences (e.g. chemistry,
physics, molecular biology) the global optimum may have special significance as the ac-
tually occurring state [40]. This makes it harder to simplify models without destroying
their value. On the other hand, if the model is purely phenomenological it is reasonable
to consider more efficiently solvable models with similar descriptive power.
Chapter 3
Global Optimization
Consider the abstract form of an optimization problem:
Find x∗ = argmin
x∈X
f (x). (3.1)
Depending on the choice of function f and set X, the abstract problem in (3.1) can de-
scribe most types of optimization problems. The ‘arg’ syntax is often dropped in model
descriptions and it is implicitly assumed that an optimal argument, corresponding to
an optimal value, is determined.
The field of global optimization is, vaguely speaking, concerned with finding the
absolutely best solution. Some standard definitions of different types of optimality are
the following: A point x is called a feasible solution if x ∈ X and f (x) is finite-valued. A
feasible solution x is locally optimal if f (x) ≤ f (y) for all y ∈ X ∩D, for some neighbor-
hood D of x. A feasible solution x is globally optimal if f (x) ≤ f (y) for all y ∈ X. Let ε > 0
be a specified tolerance. A feasible solution x is globally ε-optimal if f (x)−ε ≤ f (y) for all
y ∈ X. Note that ε denotes an absolute error tolerance in this chapter whereas relative
errors are more common in complexity theory (Chapter 2). Both relative and absolute
tolerances may be present as stopping criteria in practice.
3.1 Provably Global Solutions
Local optimization algorithms guarantee global optimality only under some assump-
tions, often linearity or some form of convexity. When the assumptions are invalid the
same methods may output locally optimal solutions, feasible solutions or no solution at
all. Greenberg’s handbook [48] contains numerous counterexamples of methods failing
when algorithm assumptions are not satisfied.
This does not diminish the value of local and heuristic algorithms. One solution is
better than no solution and local algorithms are often fast and relatively robust. Lo-
cal methods combined with techniques like multi-start [76] may tend asymptotically
towards the global optimum in a stochastic sense. Linear or convex subproblems are
also a part of many global algorithms, therefore the availability of fast and reliable local
solvers is important.
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Global optimization algorithms are designed to find globally optimal solutions, or
prove infeasibility. Numerical considerations may force the user to accept a globally
ε-optimal solution, especially if some decision variables are continuous. Some related
algorithmic tasks are also studied within the field of global optimization. Floudas lists
determination of bounds for the global optimum and enclosing all feasible solutions
[40].
Note that the term “global optimization” is sometimes applied to stochastic methods
which will find the global optimum with some probability. In this thesis the discussion
is restricted to so called “deterministic global optimization”, where the aim is essentially
deterministic algorithms which find a global ε-optimum in a finite number of steps.
Neumaier suggests a classification of algorithms into incomplete, asymptotically
complete, complete, and rigorous methods [88]. The last two categories are global in
the sense used here. Complete methods are guaranteed to find a global ε-optimum un-
der the assumption that all computations are exact. The assumption is not valid when
using floating-point arithmetic, and rounding errors sometimes cause these methods to
fail. Rigorous methods are resistant to rounding errors and will always find a global
ε-optimum, with the exception of near-degenerate cases where tolerances may be ex-
ceeded.
A computer-generated result should be trusted as far as one trusts the analysis of
the algorithm, the computer implementation, the correct execution of the program, the
correctness of the input and its adherence to the assumptions of the algorithm. Debates
on whether computer-assisted proofs are trustworthy have been raised by, e.g., Appel
and Haken’s famous proof of the four color theorem and more recently by Hales’s proof
of the Kepler conjecture about sphere packing [11, 47, 51, 52].
The goal of reliable computing is common for pure and applied mathematics. It is
extremely hard to produce large computer programs without bugs. These can be any-
thing from benign memory leaks to interacting errors that corrupt the calculations in
unexpected and complicated ways. For this reason computer-assisted proofs of mathe-
matical theorems are thoroughly scrutinized. Hales’s proof was accepted after a four-
year peer review with the reservation that the reviewers could only be 99% certain of the
correctness [111]. Some mathematicians and computer scientists consider formalization
and automated proof checking as the way to trustworthy proofs. For an introduction to
these efforts, see the QED Manifesto [26] and Wiedijk’s overview [129].
Aside from the question of bugs, few global solvers are designed to be rigorous in
the sense of Neumaier’s definition [88] and will sometimes fail because of rounding
errors. The demand for total reliability is perhaps slightly lower for applied analysts.
They do not always need the guarantee of global optimality, and the plausibility of the
optimality claim can sometimes be checked via knowledge of the specific application.
The optimization of an applied model is at any rate part of the bigger work cycle of
modeling, optimization, verification and validation, synthesis, and feedback between
these steps.
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3.2 Problem Structure
The abstract problem (3.1) is too general for the methods that are the main focus of this
thesis. The discussion is now restricted to finite-dimensional nonlinear programming
(NLP) with the feasible set X defined by inequality constraints:
minimize f0(x)
subject to fk(x) ≤ 0, k ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}
xLi ≤ xi ≤ xUi , i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n}.
(3.2)
It is further assumed that the functions fk are given by explicit closed-form expres-
sions. Black-box optimization, for instance, is not considered. To demand box bounds
for the decision variables is not very restrictive. They are often dictated by the appli-
cation or implied by the objective and other constraints. Equality constraints could be
included in (3.2), but it is assumed that they are remodeled as two inequalities.
Most optimization algorithms will handle the linear constraints (Ax ≤ c, Bx = d)
separately. They are included among the general constraints here for brevity. It can also
be useful to indicate in the input which functions are convex if it is known. Recognizing
convexity is hard [5], except for special cases like quadratic functions. The convex pro-
gramming solver CVX [33] recognizes some advanced convex structures by enforcing
an input format where only convexity-preserving constructs are allowed. More gen-
eral convex constraints like linear matrix inequalities [24] could be included in (3.2) if
supported by the software. Some parameter calculation methods in Papers IV and V
require the solution of semidefinite programming (SDP) subproblems.
The αBB methods described in Papers I–V are applicable to mixed-integer nonlin-
ear programming (MINLP), but no special adaptations for discrete variables were made.
Some methods require a certain degree of smoothness, twice continuous differentiabil-
ity is sufficient for αBB.
Problems of type (3.2) may also appear as discretizations or subproblems in solving
more general models, like semi-infinite programs, bilevel programs and certain prob-
lems from control theory or robust optimization.
3.3 Branch and Bound
The most general global algorithms for problems of type (3.2) all contain some el-
ement of branch-and-bound, a type of divide-and-conquer algorithm. Branch-and-
bound methods were first used for mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) prob-
lems, pioneered by Land and Doig [69] and Dakin [34]. Falk and Soland adapted the
concept to more general nonconvex problems [39].
Some notable global algorithms for nonlinear problems, like Generalized Benders
Decomposition by Geoffrion [44], Outer Approximation by Duran and Grossmann [38],
and the Extended Cutting Plane method by Westerlund and co-authors [126, 127], do
not branch the domain of the decision variables. However, these algorithms require
the problems to have certain convex substructures. Branching may, moreover, be used
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implicitly by these algorithms as they pass on subproblems, commonly MILP problems,
to some subsolver. MILP problems can be solved by pure cutting plane methods but
these are usually inefficient compared to hybrid branch-and-cut methods [32, 130].
The idea of branch-and-bound in global optimization is the same as when used for
MILP optimization. The domain of the decision variables is successively split into
smaller subdomains (branching) and stored in a list of open nodes. Rigorous lower
bounds are calculated for the nodes and the existence of feasible solutions is tested with
local methods (bounding). If the lower bound indicates that the node cannot improve
the best known solution, within a tolerance ε, the node is fathomed and removed from
the list (pruning). The decreasing subdomains allow tighter tractable approximations
of the problem, and the procedure will converge under some mild conditions, see Horst
and Tuy [60].
The theoretical difference between branch-and-bound in MILP and (MI)NLP opti-
mization is the type of convergence to the global optimum. The branching tree for an
MILP problem is always finite and the global optimum can, in principle, be exactly de-
termined. When branching on continuous variables the gap between lower and upper
bounds might only converge to 0 in the limit [60]. An absolute error tolerance ε must
be accepted in (MI)NLP methods.
The main steps of a typical branch-and-bound (MI)NLP method are presented be-
low. Similar descriptions are given in many publications, e.g., [40, 53, 60, 96, 103, 109],
varying in detail and the type of descriptions (text, pseudo-code, mathematical nota-
tion). Figure 3.1 shows a flowchart of the same steps. This description was adapted
from Ryoo and Sahinidis’s article [103]. Nodes are described here as ordered pairs (D,L)
containing a box domain and a rigorous lower bound for the problem on that domain.
1. Initialization
Create a list P of open nodes and add the node ([xL,xU ],−∞) to the list. Set the
best known global upper bound and solution (default values U = +∞, xbest unde-
fined). Goto 2.
2. Node Selection
If P is empty, stop. Otherwise, apply a selection rule to choose an open node S
and remove it from P . Goto 3.
3. Pre-processing
Apply bounds tightening to improve the variable bounds if possible. Goto 4.
4. Lower Bounding
Calculate a rigorous lower bound SL for the problem on the domain SD . If SL >
U − ε, discard the node and Goto 2. Otherwise Goto 5
5. Upper Bounding
Use local methods to find a feasible solution. If a solution was found that improves
the current upper bound, update U and xbest, discard any node T ∈ P with TL >
U − ε. Goto 6.
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Figure 3.1: A flowchart of the major steps in a branch-and-bound algorithm.
6. Post-processing
Apply bounds tightening to improve the variable bounds if possible. Goto 7.
7. Branching
Apply a branching rule to generate subproblems from S. Add the subproblems to
P and Goto 2.
In other descriptions the branch-and-bound algorithm will keep track of the small-
est current lower bound L. Then the stopping criterion is to stop when U − L < ε. This
is equivalent to exhausting all promising nodes and stopping when the list P is empty.
A best-first selection rule is commonly used for selecting the next node to study. In
the lower bounding step the subproblem is replaced by a simpler one providing a lower
bound, usually a convex or linear relaxation. The relaxed problem is easier to solve to
global optimality and the solution provides a lower bound for the node. Many global
solvers are designed in a modular way. Subproblems, such as the relaxed problem in
the lower bounding step and the local search in the upper bounding step, are usually
deferred to other solvers.
Pre- and post-processing may greatly improve the practical performance of an al-
gorithm. The idea is to reduce the variable bounds in the node without discarding any
potential optimum. Successful bounds tightening results in tighter approximations of
the node in the lower bounding step. This in turn gives shorter search paths before
the subdomains are fathomed. Bounds tightening is also known as bound reduction,
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domain contraction, range reduction, etc. Three main varieties of bounds tightening
methods have been described in the literature. These are based on feasibility and con-
straints propagation, on optimization of the variable bounds, and on reduced cost con-
siderations [20, 113].
The branching rule is another important design choice in a global branch-and-bound
algorithm. Simple rules like bisecting all variables or cycling through the variables
will usually hamper the performance. Better strategies will estimate the effect of the
branching on the problem approximation, especially for constraints that are violated
by the relaxed solution. Branching rules for (MI)NLP are discussed in, e.g., [1, 4, 114].
Both bounds tightening and the choice of branching variable are trade-offs between
time and quality.
Integer or binary variables deserve special attention in the bounds tightening and
branching steps. An integer-relaxed interval like [0,1] collapses to two specific values
{0,1} when branched. The field of constraint programming has long dealt with discrete
variables and constraints of logical or combinatorial nature [12]. Hooker [59] surveys
the differences between optimization and constraint programming, and how the fields
are converging. He also makes a case for exploiting the stronger modeling capabilities
of constraint programming: “it is inefficient to obliterate structure by modeling with an
atomistic vocabulary of inequalities and equations and then try to rediscover the structure
automatically.”
Terminology like branch-and-reduce is sometimes used to indicate that special steps
are taken to reduce variable bounds (pre- and post-processing in the description above)
[102]. Branch-and-cut implies the introduction of derived constraints in the nodes to
tighten the approximations of the feasible domain, the concept is widely used in integer
programming [82].
The fact that quadratic programming and many other optimization problems are
NP-hard gives reason to believe that all general branch-and-bound algorithms have ex-
ponential (or at least superpolynomial) worst-case runtimes. This has been proven for
some specific algorithms in integer programming, see [62], but it may be hard to for-
malize and prove more generally. Intuitively it can be attributed to the “curse of di-
mensionality”, a term coined by Bellman [19]. A simple visualization is the function∏n
i=1 sin(xi) on some box domain, see Figure 3.2. The number of global minima grow
exponentially with the number of variables. A branch-and-bound method would have
to branch and refine the lower bounds around each minimum to establish the global
optimum within ε-tolerance. The above example is separable and open to analytical
solution on a box domain, but multiple minima of the same magnitude appear also for
complicated models that preclude a simple analysis.
The convergence behavior of branch-and-bound methods to one isolated global min-
imum has been described by Kearfott and Du [37, 65], who called it the cluster problem.
Let w describe the “width” of a box domain:
w([xL,xU ]) := max
i=1,2,...,n
(xUi − xLi ).
The relaxations have convergence order γ if there exists a constant K > 0 such that the
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Figure 3.2: The graph of sin(x1)sin(x2), x ∈ [0,9]2, a simple example of a function with
several global minima.
underestimation error is bounded by Kw(D)γ for all box domains D. Bompadre and
Mitsos [23] and Wechsung et al. [122] derive convergence order results for the general
underestimation methods described in Section 4.2. The central result on the cluster
problem is that convergence order 2 is a limiting case, below 2 the number of studied
nodes may depend exponentially on the reciprocal of the tolerance, 1/ε.
The next chapter describes methods to relax and convexify individual constraints,
through some expression-specific relaxations and two general methods. These proce-
dures can be applied in the lower bounding step of a branch-and-bound algorithm.

Chapter 4
Convex Underestimation
Let fˇk denote a convex underestimator of the function fk on the domain D. Replacing
the objective and the constraint functions in (3.2) by convex underestimators is a form
of convex relaxation. The solution to the relaxed problem provides a lower bound on
the original problem:
min {f0(x) : f1(x) ≤ 0, . . . , fn(x) ≤ 0, x ∈D} ≥
min {fˇ0(x) : fˇ1(x) ≤ 0, . . . , fˇn(x) ≤ 0, x ∈D} (4.1)
Figure 4.1 illustrates the relaxation of a constraint function.
The tightest convex relaxation of the feasible set is the convex hull of the feasible
set, as pointed out in [128]. This hull is usually hard to describe in some practical
form. Some relaxation techniques handle many constraints simultaneously to achieve
tighter approximations than the individual relaxations in (4.1), but this requires spe-
cial structure in the problem. The Refomulation-Linearization Technique [107] adds
cutting planes derived from two or more constraints to strengthen the relaxation. The
semidefinite programming approximation algorithm for maximum cut problems [45] is
in some sense a simultaneous relaxation of all the (binary) constraints. Liberti [71] gave
a categorization of several reformulation and convexification techniques.
This chapter describes how individual functions can be relaxed to provide lower
bounds as in (4.1). Section 4.1 lists some explicitly described convex and concave en-
velopes. Two general methods of constructing convex underestimators, αBB and fac-
torable program relaxations, are described in Section 4.2. Convex relaxations and en-
velopes are interesting in their own right, but the focus here is on convenient represen-
tations for use in optimization.
4.1 Convex Envelopes
The convex envelope of the function f on the domain D is defined as the greatest, point-
wise and on the whole domain, convex underestimator of f on D. Other characteri-
zations are possible [112]. The concave envelope is defined analogously. Note that the
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Figure 4.1: Minimization of a convex objective f (level curves) on [−3,2]× [−5,2] under
the constraint −x3 +2x+y2−2 ≤ 0 (dark gray area). A convex relaxation of the constraint
is given by 4x2 − x + y2 − 20 ≤ 0 (light gray area). Note that the relaxed feasible set is
larger than the convex hull. The global minimum, f (−1.14,−1.67) = 10.71, and the
lower bound from the relaxation, f (−1.47,−3.14) = 1.58, are indicated.
envelopes depend on the domain and may change if the domain is restricted. I will
denote convex and concave envelopes of f over D by convDf and concDf , respectively.
The typical way to relax a model using envelopes is to substitute the functional
expression f (x) with a new variable yf . The new variable is then constrained by
convDf ≤ yf ≤ concDf , (4.2)
or just one of the inequalities, depending on the constraint that is being relaxed.
Envelopes have been described for a plethora of functions, this section provides just
a small sample of the existing descriptions. A collection of old and new results are
found in a book by Tawarmalani and Sahinidis [113]. Khajavirad and Sahinidis [66]
give many relevant references on convex hulls.
Envelopes for univariate convex and concave functions on D are extremely simple.
Suppose f is a concave function of x1 only. Then the concave envelope coincides with
the function and the convex envelope is a linear interpolation between the endpoints:
convDf = f (x
L
1) +
f (xU1 )− f (xL1)
xU1 − xL1
(x − xL1).
Let D = [xL,xU ] in the rest of the section. The convex and concave envelopes of a
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bilinear term x1x2 on D are:
convD (x1x2) = max
(
xL1x2 + x1x
L
2 − xL1xL2 , xU1 x2 + x1xU2 − xU1 xU2
)
concD (x1x2) = min
(
xL1x2 + x1x
U
2 − xL1xU2 , xU1 x2 + x1xL2 − xU1 xL2
)
.
These envelopes appear in [77] and are often called McCormick envelopes. A simple
proof is found in [9]. The max and min expressions are not everywhere differentiable.
However, when used in a relaxation of type (4.2) they can be reformulated as linear
constraints on a substitution variable yx1x2 :
yx1x2 ≥ xL1x2 + x1xL2 − xL1xL2
yx1x2 ≥ xU1 x2 + x1xU2 − xU1 xU2
yx1x2 ≤ xL1x2 + x1xU2 − xL1xU2
yx1x2 ≤ xU1 x2 + x1xL2 − xU1 xL2 .
(4.3)
The envelopes of a multilinear term
∏
i∈I xi on [0,1]n are [113]:
conv[0,1]n
∏
i∈I
xi
 = max
0, ∑
i∈I
xi − |I |+ 1

conc[0,1]n
∏
i∈I
xi
 = min{xi : i ∈ I}.
The expressions also give the tightest possible convex integer-relaxation of
∏
i∈I xi on
{0,1}n.
Any concave function on a convex (bounded) polytope has a piecewise linear convex
envelope. The vertices of the envelope coincide with the vertices of the polytope and
the envelope is said to be vertex polyhedral. Tardella showed that the convex envelope is
vertex polyhedral for the larger class of edge-concave functions [112]. A function with a
polytope domain is edge-concave if it is concave along all line segments that are parallel
to an edge of the polytope. This includes multilinear functions like x1x2x3 − x3x4 on D.
Meyer and Floudas give an algorithm to find a triangulation (into simplices) match-
ing the convex envelope for an edge-concave function in three dimensions [79]. The
possible number of facets grows quickly with the dimension and determining the com-
plete convex envelope is intractable in high dimensions.
Tawarmalani and Sahinidis discuss the envelopes and other relaxations of the frac-
tion f (x,y) = x/y [113]. The convex envelope on E = [xL,xU ] × (0,∞) with xL > 0 has a
compact description:
convE
(
x
y
)
=
1
y
 x+√xLxU√
xL +
√
xU
2 .
The concave envelope on F = [xL,xU ]× [yL, yU ] with xL > 0, yL > 0 is polyhedral:
concF
(
x
y
)
=
1
yLyU
min
(
xyU − xLy + xLyL, xyL − xUy + xUyU
)
.
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An alternative relaxation of x/y on F is to substitute the fraction with a new variable
zx/y ∈
[
xL
yU
, x
U
yL
]
, and then relax the relation x = yzx/y with the McCormick envelopes for
bilinear terms.
4.2 Two General Methods
This section outlines two methods for constructing convex underestimators (and con-
cave overestimators) for generic function expressions, αBB and factorable program re-
laxation.
The αBB method adds certain perturbations to a nonconvex function such that the
perturbed functions satisfies second order convexity conditions. Since second order
derivatives are needed, the method applies to twice continuously differentiable func-
tions, C2. Zlobec [131, 132] shows how αBB can in principle be extended to a slightly
larger class of functions than C2, including all functions with Lipschitz-continuous gra-
dient. Most of the αBB literature covers underestimation, analogous results on concave
overestimators follow from applying the methods to −f .
Let Hf denote the Hessian of f (a function of x) and HP the (constant) Hessian of
the perturbation. Define the relation A  B on symmetric matrices to mean that A−B is
positive semidefinite. Convexifying perturbations satisfy:
∀x ∈D : Hf (x) +HP  0. (4.4)
Several sufficient conditions have been derived from (4.4), see [3], Paper II and Paper V.
The diagonal elements of HP are 2αi ≥ 0, the factor 2 is included by convention, and
the off-diagonal elements are denoted βij . The perturbation corresponding to αi is
−αi(xUi − xi)(xi − xLi ). (4.5)
If a “nondiagonal” αBB method is used the elements βij correspond to perturbations of
the form:
βijxixj + |βij | ·

max
 −xixLj − xUi xj + xUi xLj ,−xixUj − xLi xj + xLi xUj
 , if βij > 0
max
 xixLj + xLi xj − xLi xLj ,xixUj + xUi xj − xUi xUj
 , if βij < 0.
(4.6)
Naturally βij = βji , and by convention the perturbation is added for elements above the
diagonal, j > i, instead of half-and-half. The max() expressions are related to the Mc-
Cormick envelopes (4.3), they are the negative of the concave envelope of sgn(βij )xixj .
Paper II was the first extensive discussion of nondiagonal αBB. There it is argued that
(4.6) is the natural and optimal realization of a β perturbation. The expressions can be
modeled linearly with auxiliary variables and constraints. All perturbation terms are
nonpositive which ensures the underestimation property.
The maximum approximation error is linearly proportional to αi and |βij |:
max
x∈D f (x)− fˇ (x) =
∑
i
αi
(xUi − xLi )2
4
+
∑
i
∑
j>i
|βij |
(xUi − xLi )(xUj − xLj )
4
.
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This gives a criterion for choosing among the perturbations satisfying (4.4). It is shown
in Paper IV that the average error, an L1 norm, is also linear in αi and |βij |, with a
relatively lighter weight on |βij |. The L1 norm was then used alongside maximum errors
for the test runs in Paper V.
The parameter calculations should not be too costly. The diagonal scaled Gerschgorin
method calculates αi as an explicit formula and gives good results compared to some
more complicated methods [3]. The methods developed in Papers II and V solve linear
or convex programs to determine perturbation parameters. The approximation errors
of different methods can be compared empirically and, to some extent, theoretically.
The term αBB, with ‘BB’ standing for Branch-and-Bound, has come to denote both
the complete optimization algorithm described by Adjiman et al. [2, 3] and Floudas
[40], and the method to calculate convex relaxations. I mostly refer to the latter.
The other approach, factorable program relaxation, is based on partitioning a func-
tional expression into its constituent parts. An expression can be represented as a
directed tree structure where the leaf nodes are constants or variables, and the other
vertices denote a function from a predefined set of “elementary operations”. The al-
lowed operations are usually a superset of {+,−,×, /, negation, powers, exponentiation,
logarithms}. The method applies to a large part of (MI)NLP models in applications. It
can also handle some nondifferentiable expressions.
The basic relations described by the internal nodes can be relaxed individually, usu-
ally introducing new variables to represent the relaxation like in (4.3). The result is a
lifting, a reformulation with auxiliary variables. The original problem can be rewrit-
ten in “factorable” form as an intermediate step before relaxation. In a factorable pro-
gram the constraints are simple applications of the elementary operations. For example,
x1
√
x2 − 1 ≤ 0 can be replaced by:

y1 =
√
x2
y2 = x1y1
y2 ≤ 1.
McCormick described such a relaxation procedure in 1976 [77]. Some authors refer to
the whole method as McCormick relaxation [83, 116]. Implementations with bounds
tightening techniques and appropriate branching rules appeared in the 90’s, e.g., [103,
108].
If the same subexpression appears many times in a function (or in the full problem),
it would be inefficient to introduce new relaxation variables for every occurrence. In-
stead the expressions can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Figure 4.2
shows an expression represented as a tree and as a DAG.
Factorable program relaxations are easy to interpret as overestimation of the feasi-
ble set, but one can also demonstrate underlying convex underestimators (and concave
overestimators). Let g (univariate) and h be functions from the set of elementary oper-
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Figure 4.2: A tree and a directed acyclic graph representing the same expression,
exp(−5x1/x2) + (x1/x2)(x3 − 1). The second term can be written in different ways. The
partition made here allows the same auxiliary variable and relaxation of x1/x2 to be
used for the left and the right term.
ations, and f := g ◦ h. The constraint f (x) ≤ 0 is reformulated as:
y1 = h(x)
y2 = g(y1)
y2 ≤ 0,
where y2 comes to represent the expression f (x). The two equalities are relaxed as (the
hat ˆ denotes a concave overestimator):{
hˇ(x) ≤ y1 ≤ hˆ(x)
gˇ(y1) ≤ y2 ≤ gˆ(y1) (4.7)
The functions
fˇ (x) = min{gˇ(z) : hˇ(x) ≤ z ≤ hˆ(x)}
fˆ (x) = max{gˆ(z) : hˇ(x) ≤ z ≤ hˆ(x)} (4.8)
are a convex underestimator and a concave overestimator of f , respectively [77, 116].
Eliminating y1 from (4.7) gives:
fˇ (x) ≤ y2 ≤ fˆ (x)
and the implicit under- and overestimators become clear. Note that some explicit nu-
merical bounds on y1 may be needed to construct gˇ and gˆ. When h is an elementary
function the exact bounds can usually be inferred from x ∈ D. Otherwise overestimat-
ing bounds can be calculated by interval arithmetic [87].
One should not confuse these two general approaches with particular implementa-
tions. The specific implementations use known convex and concave envelopes for some
functions. In addition other specialized relaxations may be used, different from the gen-
eral approach. It is reasonable to include more specialized underestimators as efficient
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descriptions are discovered. Paper IV is a comparison between αBB and an impressive
but computationally heavy method for underestimating polynomials.
No off-the-shelf solver seems to rely heavily on αBB methods. Gatzke et al. [43] de-
scribed the hybrid use of αBB and factorable program relaxations. Development of the
related Fortran library DAEPACK [17] has ceased. The early αBB descriptions [2, 3, 10,
40] suggest using convex envelopes for bilinear and univariate concave terms, and other
tight relaxations for trilinear, fractional and “fractional trilinear” terms (xyz,x/y,xy/z).
The factorable decompositions are found in several global solvers, e.g., BARON [113],
Couenne [20] and ANTIGONE [80]. BARON has arguably been the most succesful
global solver for some time. Besides the comparison made by Neumaier et al. [89]
in 2004, newer benchmark results are given on the BARON and ANTIGONE web-
sites. BARON switches to specialized solver modules for some structured problems,
e.g., quadratic programming and linear multiplicative programming. Couenne is an ac-
tive open-source project within the COIN-OR framework [72], making it possible for
developers to contribute to the project or to specialize the code for their own appli-
cations. ANTIGONE builds on the framework used for GloMIQO, a quadratic opti-
mization (MIQCQP) solver developed by Misener and Floudas [81]. Both solvers utilize
convex (concave) envelopes for edge-concave (edge-convex) expressions of up to four
variables.
The three mentioned solvers all relax the convexified model further by linearizing
it. This gives looser approximations, but the solvers benefit from the speed and robust-
ness of linear programming solvers. Tawarmalani and Sahinidis [113] discuss how to
choose linearization points for the univariate components. This approximation process
is called a sandwich algorithm. Several rules for placing p linearization points make the
largest vertical distance decrease as O(1/p2) [101, 113].
A simple one-dimensional example, f (x) = e−x2 , x ∈ [0,2], serves to illustrate some
points. The under- and overestimators are plotted in Figure 4.3. The relaxation errors
increase further if the under- and overestimators are linearized.
The αBB perturbations are found by studying the second derivative f ′′(x) = e−x2(−2+
4x2). A basic interval extension yields the interval approximation:
f ′′([0,2]) ⊆ e−[0,2]2(−2 + 4 · [0,2]2) = [e−4,1] · [−2,14] = [−2,14].
The lower bound is exact, f (0) = −2, but the upper bound is loose. The actual upper
bound, 4e−3/2 ≈ 0.893, can be found symbolically at a zero of the third derivative. It
is of course hard in general to determine exact interval bounds. If the second deriva-
tive is given without simplification as f ′′(x) = −2e−x2 + 4e−x2x2, then the basic interval
extension is looser, f ′′([0,2]) ⊂ [−2,16− 2e−4].
All methods for determining the convexifying parameter (αˇ ≥ 0) coincide in the
one-dimensional case. The underestimator is convex if and only if:
min
x∈[0,2]
f ′′(x) + 2αˇ ≥ 0.
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Figure 4.3: The function f (x) = e−x2 (solid) together with αBB relaxations (left, dashed)
and factorable program relaxations (right, dashed). A better interval approximation of
f ′′([0,2]) shows that the parameter αˆ = −0.45 is sufficient, giving a tighter overestimator
(dotted). The gray area is the convex hull of the graph.
The smallest possible parameter is:
αˇ = −1
2
min
x∈[0,2]
f ′′(x) = 1.
The same perturbation (4.5) is used for the concave overestimator, with a parameter
αˆ ≤ 0. The overestimator is concave if:
max
x∈[0,2]
f ′′(x) + 2αˆ ≤ 0.
The interval approximation f ′′([0,2]) ⊂ [−2,14] gives αˆ = −7, but the best possible pa-
rameter, with the lowest absolute value, is αˆ = −2e−3/2 ≈ −0.45. This shows how approx-
imation errors of the intervals can affect the tightness of the relaxations. Both values of
αˆ are illustrated in Figure 4.3.
To construct the factorable relaxations the function is first reformulated with auxil-
iary variables: {
y1 = −x2
y2 = ey1 .
The right-hand side expressions are concave and convex, respectively. Relaxing the
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elementary operations gives:
−2x ≤ y1 ≤ −x2
−4 ≤ y1 ≤ 0
ey1 ≤ y2 ≤ e−4 + 1−e−44 (y1 − (−4))
e−4 ≤ y2 ≤ 1.
Monotonicity makes it easy to eliminate y1 and get explicit expressions for (4.8):
fˇ (x) = e−2x
fˆ (x) = e−4 + 1−e−44
(
−x2 − (−4)
)
.
The envelopes of this specific example are not hard to work out. They are piecewise
defined by the function itself and one of its tangents, and the breakpoint can be deter-
mined up to numerical precision. The factorable program relaxations are clearly not
the envelopes in this case, but they are fairly tight for a general method.
The improved αBB overestimator (αˆ = −0.45) is slightly tighter than fˆ towards the
right end of the interval, neither method dominates strictly. However, the αBB relax-
ation is definitely looser on average. This may be the case for many realistic examples,
although no definitive comparison of the two methods has been published.
The convergence rate analysis by Bompadre and Mitsos [23] is one interesting ap-
proach. Recall the concept of convergence order from Chapter 3. A “relaxation scheme”
for an expression has convergence order γ if the approximation error fˆ (x) − fˇ (x) (or a
one-sided error for inequality relaxations) is bounded by Kw(D)γ for some constant
K > 0 and all box domains D. Bompadre and Mitsos show that αBB has (pointwise)
convergence order 2 and prove several theorems on “McCormick relaxations”. These
results imply that many factorable program relaxations also converge quadratically.
Convergence order is thus not enough to choose one of the methods over the other.
Perhaps bounds on the constant K could shed more light on differences between the
methods. For αBB the constant can be chosen as a simple function of the parameters,
K = (αˇ − αˆ)/4 in one dimension. To determine a sufficient K for a factorable program
relaxation is likely to be more involved and dependent on the component relaxations.
This is a possible topic for future research.

Chapter 5
Notes
This chapter contains some notes on Papers I–V, included in this thesis. The novel re-
sults and the connections to other research in the area are highlighted. The introduction
sections in the papers themselves list additional relevant references.
5.1 Paper I
In 2010, Andreas Lundell and Prof. Tapio Westerlund were extending the Signomial
Global Optimization (SGO) algorithm to handle nonconvexities besides signomials. The
algorithm convexifies signomial terms with power and exponential transformations. It
is often the case that different occurrences of a variable require different transforma-
tions. The relation to the original variables are then included and approximated by
piecewise linear functions in such a way that the feasible area is overestimated [74, 125].
Lundell’s PhD thesis describes how the choice of transformations can be optimized as
an MILP problem, weighing such considerations as the number of original variables
that are transformed and the number of different transformations [73].
The SGO algorithm does not explicitly do spatial branching. Instead the overesti-
mated feasible set is tightened in each step by refining the approximations with more
discrete variables. We were able to show how αBB type underestimators can be in-
cluded and refined in much the same way as the signomial transformations. A function
f on [xL,xU ] ⊂Rn is underestimated by:
f (x)−
n∑
i=1
αi(x
U
i − xi)(xi − xLi ) +
n∑
i=1
Wi .
The sum in the middle is the standard αBB perturbation. Wi is a piecewise linear ap-
proximation of αi(x
U
i −xi)(xi−xLi ), realized with some special ordered set representation
(type 1 or type 2). Linear and constant parts can be shifted to Wi , leaving terms of the
form αix
2
i in the left sum. Figure 5.1 shows a univariate function, its αBB underestima-
tor and a piecewise refined underestimator.
I suggested that the work on spline underestimators by Meyer and Floudas [78]
could be used in the SGO context. Michael Bussieck and Lutz Westermann at GAMS
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Figure 5.1: A smooth function with αBB underestimator (dashed) and a piecewise re-
fined underestimator (dotted).
Development quickly granted our wish for stronger support of polynomial splines (and
piecewise defined polynomials in general) in the GAMS modeling language. The exten-
sion of the SGO algorithm and details of implementation are described in Lundell et al.
[75].
5.2 Paper II
Prof. Christodoulos A. Floudas gave two presentations at the OSE group’s seminar in
November 2010. He mentioned in passing the possibility of bilinear “nondiagonal” αBB
perturbations. In March 2011 I had the opportunity to visit Prof. Floudas’s research
group, the Computer-Aided Systems Laboratory at Princeton University. Together with
Ruth Misener, then PhD student, we developed expressions for the perturbations and
a method to calculate the underestimation parameters (α,β). Akrotirianakis et al. pub-
lished a conference paper on the subject in 2004 [8]. Our contribution presents a self-
contained mathematical theory for the underestimators and makes the case that con-
vexity and underestimation dictates a natural form for the β perturbations. The per-
turbations are essentially the same as in [8], but the expressions are more streamlined
without the artificial distinction between positive and negative β values. Two special
cases are described where optimal β parameters can be determined without solving a
linear program. The nondiagonal underestimators are compared with diagonal αBB in
terms of root node relaxations for a set of test functions.
5.3 Paper III
In this conference paper the central results from Paper II are summarized and dis-
cussed. A small branch-and-bound solver was implemented in C++ to make node count
comparisons between diagonal and nondiagonal αBB. The lower bounding was per-
formed with cutting planes and calls to the Gurobi solver [50]. Upper bounds were
found with the local solver CONOPT [36]. The algorithm included feasibility-based
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bound reduction [40]. The node counts favor nondiagonal αBB as expected, but a more
full-fledged and integrated implementation would be needed to compare solution times
of the methods.
5.4 Paper IV
Lasserre and Thanh’s article [70] was my introduction to sum-of-squares optimization.
Sum-of-squares polynomials with degrees less than or equal to some fixed numbers can
be modeled by semidefinite programming constraints. This provides some interesting
modeling capabilities, see for example the PhD thesis by Parrilo [93].
The usefulness of sum-of-squares polynomials is further enhanced by results from
algebraic geometry. A semi-algebraic set is a subset of Euclidian space defined by poly-
nomial inequalities, K := {x ∈Rn : p1(x) ≥ 0, . . . , pm(x) ≥ 0}. The polynomials pi could for
example describe a box domain: pi(x) := (x
U
i −xi)(xi−xLi ) ≥ 0. Putinar’s Positivstellensatz
[95] from 1993 gives a characterization of positive polynomials on K , under some light
assumptions that are satisfied in our application. Lasserre and Thanh use Putinar’s Pos-
itivstellensatz to model both underestimation and convexity in calculating tight convex
underestimators of polynomials. The degrees of the participating polynomials are lim-
ited to make the problem finite-dimensional and turn it into a semidefinite program.
The polynomial coefficients are optimized by minimizing an L1 error objective.
Lasserre and Thanh’s (L&T) method is summarized in the paper, and the model size
is related to the number of variables and the degrees of the polynomials. The method
was implemented with CVX [33] and Matlab. The results are like the theory predicts;
the tightness of the produced underestimators is impressive but the calculation effort
grows quickly with the polynomial degrees. With a modest number of variables the
practical degree limits may range from 3 to 5. Note that the convexity of the underes-
timators is proven by advanced methods, and they would not be recognized by CVX’s
“structured convex programming” paradigm without some extensions.
The L1 error objective for αBB underestimators was derived to compare αBB with
the L&T method. The influence of a parameter αi on the averaged L1 error is linear and
described by the coefficient:∫
[xL,xU ](x
U
i − xi)(xi − xLi )dx∫
[xL,xU ] dx
=
1
6
(xUi − xLi )2.
Note that the square of the interval width appears as for the maximum error, only with
a different factor. This means that diagonal αBB variants will optimize both objectives
simultaneously. The influence of |βij | is calculated analogously by integrating the piece-
wise defined parts of the nondiagonal perturbation. The expression was integrated
using symbolical calculation software. The different cases of positive and negative βij
give the same coefficient:
1
12
(xUi − xLi )(xUj − xLj ).
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Again, the expression differs only by a factor from the maximum error objective. The
relative weight of |βij | is smaller than for maximum errors, increasing the incidence of
off-diagonal terms in optimal perturbations.
The quadratic case is stated in a more explicit form in the paper. The L&T underes-
timator in this case corresponds to the perturbation:
−
n∑
i=1
σi(x
U
i − xi)(xi − xLi ) − [x′ 1]C
[
x
1
]
.
The left sum is equivalent to diagonal α perturbations, so the method is more general
than diagonal αBB.
In the quadratic case the Hessian is a constant matrix and it is possible to model
positive semidefiniteness exactly as a semidefinite programming constraint:
∇2f (x) +

2α1 β1,2 · · · β1,n
β1,2
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . βn−1,n
β1,n · · · βn−1,n 2αn

 0.
The αBB is different from purely polynomial underestimators because of the piecewise
linear term in the perturbation. It gave an equal or better L1 error on all instances of a
randomly generated test suite and a tighter lower bound in a majority of the cases.
The two methods have different advantages. The L&T method applies to polyno-
mials and gives tight underestimators, if one is willing to devote the computational
resources to the underestimation subalgorithm. The αBB method is a general-purpose
underestimation algorithm which applies to any sufficiently smooth function. It is at
a disadvantage on polynomials, because Hessian interval approximations can be quite
broad for polynomial degrees ≥ 3.
5.5 Paper V
The tightness of αBB-type underestimators depends on the width of the interval ap-
proximations and the sufficient conditions used to ensure convexity. The interval es-
timates can sometimes be improved by symbolic manipulation of expressions or more
advanced interval methods, see Neumaier [87]. Even when the intervals are exact, by
luck or through optimization, they may be wide. Since the set of occurring Hessian
values is overestimated, the sufficient conditions for convexity are conservative.
Another reason for oversized perturbations is that the problem of bounding the
eigenvalues of an interval matrix is NP-hard, even in the symmetric case [100]. The
methods based on Gerschgorin circles, for example, give exact bounds when the inter-
val matrix is diagonal but are conservative in general.
Paper V presents new alternatives for calculating αBB parameters. It was inspired by
an eigenvalue theorem in linear algebra, Brauer’s ovals of Cassini [27], and a theorem
by Rohn dealing specifically with interval matrices [99]. Brauer’s ovals give stronger
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Figure 5.2: Gerschgorin’s circles (dashed) and Brauer’s ovals (solid) for a C3×3 matrix.
The midpoints of the circles (dots) and the actual eigenvalues (crosses) are indicated.
bounds on eigenvalues than Gerschgorin’s circles in the sense that they use the same
compounded information about the matrix and form a subset of the union of circles
[117]. Figure 5.2 shows the circles and ovals for a given matrix. The example is complex-
valued for the purpose of visualization, the eigenvalues of Hessian matrices are always
real.
For symmetric instances of an interval matrixH ′ , Rohn’s eigenvalue bounds are sim-
ply
λmin (mid(H
′))− ρ (rad(H ′)) ≤ λ ≤ λmax (mid(H ′)) + ρ (rad(H ′)) ,
where ρ() denotes the spectral radius. Hladík et al. describe algorithms for calculating
bounds on the ordered eigenvalues, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λn, of an interval matrix [57, 58].
Note that such bounds do not automatically translate to αBB parameters other than the
homogenous alternative, αi = max(0,−λn) for all i, which is usually not competitive.
The theorems of Gerschgorin and Brauer are different in that they associate eigenvalue
bounds to each row/column of a matrix.
The theory mentioned here and reviewed in the paper is applied as convexity con-
ditions in the search for αBB parameters. The resulting methods range in complexity
from linear programs to semidefinite programs of modest size. The established diago-
nal Gerschgorin method, see Adjiman et al. [3], is included for comparison.
The methods are compared on a set of test functions and a large set of randomly
generated interval matrices and relative performance curves are plotted. Scaling is ap-
plicable to all the methods described in the paper, and they are tested without scaling
and with the intuitive interval width scaling. The L1 error derived in Paper IV is used
along with the maximum error. The diagonal Gerschgorin method is the fastest as it
calculates parameters by evaluating simple formulas. To make comparisons more fair
we include a version of this method which runs many different scalings and chooses the
best set of parameters found, as suggested by one of the anonymous referees. Hladík has
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recently derived interesting results on the diagonal Gerschgorin method, for example
that interval width scaling is optimal in an important special case [56].
The results in the paper confirm that the diagonal Gerschgorin method is a good
general-purpose method to calculate αBB parameters. One of the other methods may
do better when there is some special structure in the Hessian, like sparsity or constant
elements. This is discussed in Section 3 of the paper.
5.6 Contributions of the Author
Paper I I helped to clarify the role of the parameters when αBB underestimators are
used in the SGO framework. Beyond that the paper is based on the work of the
co-authors.
Paper II I found a continuous realization of the nondiagonal β parameters, and meth-
ods to choose the parameters while guaranteeing convexity. The realization and
the calculation methods were further improved together with the co-authors. I
worked out the theoretical results stated as theorems and the root node compar-
isons. Ruth Misener made the comparison with Akrotirianakis earlier work [8]
and the in-depth example with the six-hump camel back function.
Paper III The theory in the paper is a summary of the central results in Paper II. I
implemented a simple branch-and-bound solver, using the diagonal and nondi-
agonal αBB underestimators, to compare node counts.
Paper IV For this paper I implemented Lasserre and Thanh’s method and made com-
parisons with αBB underestimation. I wrote the semidefinite program in the L&T
method in a more explicit form for quadratic functions and derived an average
error expression for αBB. Average error objectives were used in parallel with max-
imum errors in Paper V.
Paper V In this article I applied matrix theory results to get new sufficient convexity
conditions for αBB parameters. I wrote the paper as a relatively self-contained
description of the most promising parameter calculation methods, with and with-
out scaling. I implemented all methods and compared root node errors on test
functions and a large suite of randomly generated interval Hessians.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The aim of my research has been to gain understanding of the strengths and weak-
nesses of αBB underestimation. The diagonal and the more recent nondiagonal variant,
together with several parameter methods, have been studied and the results communi-
cated in Papers I–V. It is often hard to put the most relevant questions in a form that
allows them to be answered by a mathematically rigorous argument. The results are
therefore a mixture of exact theorems and more interpretable comparisons on test func-
tions. I feel satisfied with some of the questions that were answered exactly. Theorems
5.2 and 5.3 in Paper II explain something about how nondiagonal perturbations work
and when they give tighter underestimators. Theorem 8 in Paper V shows how one
parameter method dominates for underestimating quadratic functions, it is therefore a
strong candidate for functions with nearly constant Hessians.
The large comparison on randomly generated interval matrices in Paper V shows
that the simple idea behind diagonal Gerschgorin, one of the methods proposed in 1998
by Adjiman et al. [3], holds up very well against other proposed αBB parameter meth-
ods. The relative performance combined with the speed and simplicity of the method,
a formula for the parameters, makes scaled diagonal Gerschgorin a general-purpose
choice. Other methods can be considered if some beneficial structure of the Hessian
is present. Hladík has recently made very interesting contributions on the choice of
scaling for the diagonal Gerschgorin method [56]. He showed that scaling directly pro-
portional to the interval width is optimal in an important special case, and how to
heuristically improve the scaling otherwise. These results taken together represent the
best available knowledge about how to implement αBB parameter methods.
The closest alternative to αBB methods, factorable program relaxations, have distin-
guished themselves by being the method of choice in some actively developed global
solvers, see Section 4.2. The αBB methods do not appear in any equally successful and
maintained solver software.
Important future research would be to make a full-fledged implementation of αBB
and tune it with respect to design choices like the type of subproblems, the amount of
bounds tightening, and the choice of branching rule. This would allow more conclusive
practical comparisons between different αBB methods and against solvers relying on
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factorable relaxations. A convenient platform to start from could be an existing open-
source framework like COIN-OR [72].
The possibility that αBB underestimation is more effective for some expressions
should not be ruled out. A conceivable situation where αBB may be at an advantage is
expressions consisting of multiple layers of function compositions, g = gk ◦gk−1 ◦ . . .◦g0.
The convergence order of factorable program relaxations in such situations is discussed
by Bompadre and Mitsos [23]. The size of αBB parameters will also deteriorate if sim-
ple interval arithmetic is used on the large analytical Hessian expressions that follow
from the chain rule of differentiation. However, if all but the innermost function g0 are
one-dimensional functions R→R, then interval methods and sampling techniques can
give good bounds on the second derivative of the outer “factor” gk ◦ gk−1 ◦ . . . ◦ g1. Here
lies an opportunity for hybrid methods.
The αBB literature is mostly restricted to quadratic perturbations. The extension to
bilinear terms, and piecewise linear corrections, was natural since the elements of the
perturbation Hessian stay constant. Perturbations parametrized in other ways are of
course possible. Compare with the example in Figure 4.3, f (x) = e−x2 , x ∈ [0,2]. Only
in the left part of the interval is the second derivative of the perturbation constrained
to be positive. To the right, the perturbation could be nearly linear or even concave
if it allows a tighter underestimator. As a simple example, third-degree polynomials
in the individual variables, aix
3
i + bix
2
i + cixi + di form a superset of the diagonal αBB
underestimators parametrized by αi . If the parameters (a,b,c,d) are optimized, subject
to keeping the perturbed function convex and underestimated, the result is at least as
good as diagonal αBB.
The challenge is that a nonconstant perturbation Hessian makes it hard to give prac-
tical conditions for convexity. One cannot simply make an interval approximation of the
perturbation, then the calculations trace the worst-case for the perturbation and noth-
ing has been gained. Akrotirianakis and Floudas [6, 7] suggested perturbation terms
with the exponential expression −(1− eγi (xi−xLi ))(1− eγi (xUi −xi )). To calculate sufficient pa-
rameters γi required an iterative procedure, and in the end the performance was not
better than αBB on box-constrained test problems [7].
An efficient underestimation method should also describe how the underestimation
parameters can be updated and reused on a subdomain. In the case of αBB, once the
parameters are calculated they are sufficient on any subdomain, the endpoints are sim-
ply updated in the perturbation expressions. In practice it may be useful to recalculate
the parameters after a few steps, but not necessarily in every branching node. New
perturbation expressions should be analyzed to show that they yield reasonably effi-
cient parameter calculations, reusability on subdomains, and convergence in the sense
discussed in Section 3.3.
It is sometimes implied that the long-term goal for (MI)NLP solvers is to reach a
similar level of maturity and reliability as current MILP software [22, 49]. Actively
maintained commercial MILP solvers are robust and represent today’s state-of-the-art
in their field. A special-purpose solver is unlikely to outperform them, unless it ex-
ploits some deep combinatorial structure in the problem. Thus, an analyst can feed
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a model to the solver and trust that a strong and robust attempt is made to solve it.
For MINLP problems the situation is different. A simple manipulation of a constraint
may determine if optimality can be verified, or even whether a feasible solution will be
found or not. It falls on the users to try different model formulations according to their
experience and understanding of the solution process.
A comparison from 2004, admittedly a long time ago in software development, may
serve to illustrate the state of global solver reliability. Neumaier et al. benchmarked
nine solvers on 1000 problems under a prescribed protocol [89, 106]. BARON (version
7.2), which is considered a state-of-the-art global solver, accepted 950 of the problem in-
puts. It solved 86% of the accepted problems to global optimum and correctly claimed
that the global optimum was found for 68% of the problems. BARON’s claims to have
found a global solution were wrong 4% of the time. Other solvers also suffer from such
misjudgments, it would be interesting to know if the main cause is algorithms, im-
plementations or difficult near-degenerate problems. The same reliability comparison
could be made with updated contemporary solvers to show the current situation. New
underestimation methods may well make a dent in the number of unsolved problems,
and problems where the global optimum was found but not verified. A representable
αBB solver should be included when an implementation is made.
The question is whether global MINLP solvers can ever reach the same level of ro-
bustness as their MILP counterparts. Consider the problem [94] of maximizing x1 · x22 ·
. . . · xnn over the simplex x1 + x2 + . . . + xn = n, x ≥ 0. Global solver software, such as
BARON 11.5.2 or Couenne 0.4, succeed in verifying the global solution only for small
n. On the other hand, a short argument with Lagrange multipliers shows that the op-
timal solution components have ratios 1 : 2 : . . . : n, which quickly yields an analytical
solution for any n. This trick could be programmed and automated to catch a few spe-
cial problems only to have the solver foiled by some other type of simpler-than-it-looks
problem. The ultimate optimization software would try many kinds of transformations
and techniques on a problem, but the possibilities combine and form an exponential
number of “special” cases. There may always be a need for a trained human analyst to
provide ideas and guide the process.
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